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 Is there a famous quotation which sums up Commissioning123™? 
 

Yes, ‘By failing to prepare, you are preparing to fail’. Benjamin Franklin 
 

 What brought about the thinking behind Commissioning123™? 
 

Knowledge gained over many years and on many different projects that by not preparing & executing properly, the only guarantee is failure. 
Turning this into success is difficult and not without challenges but equally, it’s not impossible either. 

 
 Does the Commissioning123™ structured approach really work? 

 
In a word, yes. Success in any endeavour has never been achieved if the foundation wasn’t laid in the first place. Time and again failure can 
be attributed to lack of preparation and poor execution. If applied correctly and as intended Commissioning123™ will deliver. 

 
 How important is it for Commissioning123™ to be universally [project wide] accepted? 

 
Absolutely critical. Without the buy-in and, when it’s needed, support from the entire project organisation, the functionality built into the way 
Commissioning123™ works could fail. If Commissioning123™ is chosen as the project solution to Completion & Commissioning, the project 
has an intrinsic duty to adopt and uphold the [Commissioning123™] principles laid down. 

 
 Could the wishes & requirements of Commissioning123™ clash with other project functions? 

 
Yes of course however, they can be dealt with. There is nothing in the Commissioning123™ approach which affects the way other project 
departments work and deliver their obligations, and through good management and leadership conflicts can be managed. 

 
Commissioning123™ Templates 

 Who is allowed to use the templates? 
 

Anyone who has purchased a template or templates along with the license may download them and adapt them for use on their projects. 
 

 Who is not allowed to use the templates? 
 

Anyone who is not registered as a licensed user of Commissioning123™ templates. 
 

 Who owns the templates? 
 

Commissioning123™ are the legal owners of the original templates & documents. 
 

 Is Commissioning123™ Intellectual Property protected and if so how? 
 

Our brand logo ‘Commissioning123™’ is protected by our Trademark and all of our templates having clear copyright notices inserted on every 
page. Our license clearly stipulates the usage requirements. Queries in regard to copyright can be submitted via our Support page on 
www.Commissioning123™ .com. 

 
 Will more be added to the current suite of templates? 

 
Yes, as they become available. We are always looking to improve and if a new template is required to do so, it will be created and added our 
current range. If you feel that a process is not covered by our current templates, please tell us and if we agree your suggestion will be adopted 
and a template to provide a solution will be created. 

 
 What changes am I allowed to make to the templates? 

 
As a licensed user, you can copy a [licensed] template and change that copy in whichever way you wish. As specified in the 
Commissioning123™ license; each [licensed] user can modify & tailor the template as they so wish for use on their project. 
 

 Is Commissioning123™ Intellectual Property protected and if so how? 
 

Our brand logo ‘Commissioning123™’ is protected by our Trademark and all of our templates having clear copyright notices inserted on every 
page. Our license clearly stipulates the usage requirements. Queries in regard to copyright can be submitted via our Support page on 
www.Commissioning123™.com. 
 

 Is there a restriction on the use of the templates? 
 

No, having purchased a template under the license conditions by which it’s been sold, you can use it in any way you wish. Although we have 
designed the templates to be used in any location and on any type of project regardless of sector, size or type we cannot guarantee that they 
will be suitable for every type of project. You may use the templates in line with the specified structure of Commissioning123™ however you 
are completely free to choose to do so should you wish to make use of the template in a different manner. 
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 What different types of licenses are there? 
 

There is a ‘Single User License’ which allows one user to create bespoke templates from the template(s) which have been downloaded. There 
is also a ‘Corporate User License’ allowing the project to use the template(s) which have been downloaded. A Corporate User License is 
required if more than one user wishes to use the original downloaded template(s). Details of Corporate Licenses can be made available 
through our Support link. 
 


